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ADVERTISERS WANT TO KNOW WHY ADS WORK
  NBCUniversal announced a certification for emotion 
and ad quality as a new category within its audience 
measurement framework. It’s part of a push to help 
marketers better understand how the emotion element 
and creative impacts outcomes for marketers.
  NBCU unveiled the new effort this week at Cannes Lions 
in France.
  Kelly Abcarian, EVP of Measurement & Impact for 
Advertising and Partnerships at NBCUniversal, highlighted 
the important role emotions can play when it comes to 
content and advertising.
  “Emotional relationships to our content are what fuels 
fandom. It’s why we constantly test our content to 
understand feelings like brand love, because emotional 
connections with our fans can have tangible benefits 
for brands,” Abcarian wrote. “And the 
same kind of rigor publishers apply to 
premium content needs to be applied 
to the quality of the ads as it runs 
alongside it.”
  Speaking to Fierce Video, Abcarian 
said the creativity community and the 
importance of creative to advertising is 
being celebrated, but what advertisers 
really want to understand is impact 
and essentially answer the ‘why’. We 
can’t just focus on counting alone,” she 
said. “Because advertisers want to know ‘why does my 
advertising work’ and ‘how can it work better.’”
  NBCU is asking measurement companies that are 
focused on understanding emotion to come forward and 
help NBCU connect emotion to outcomes so that the 
publisher can ultimately improve its value as a partner to 
advertisers.
  The emotion and ad quality certification category is step 
one, initially looking to see how the company can help 
scale a creative testing solution that delivers on in-market 
performance, Abcarian said.
   Creative houses do a lot of pre-
market testing to make better 
consumer-informed decisions, she 
noted. NBCU wants to take that to 
the next level with the link between 
emotion metrics and in-market 
outcome metrics, showing the 
creative contribution to results.
 Better creative measurement 
that links emotions to outcomes 
is something NBCU sees “lots of 
potential” in, with Abcarian adding 
that creative measurement is the 
next logical build to the new model.

EMOTIONAL ATTACHMENT  MORE IMPORTANT THAN NUMBERS?
ADVERTISER NEWS
  General Motors-owned Cruise started its first paid rides 
in its Robo-Taxis in parts of San Francisco Wednesday 
night.  Operating from 10PM to 6AM nightly and currently 
servicing just a limited amount of people due to a slim 
current inventory of vehicles, Cruise expects its costs to 
ultimately be lower than Uber or Lyft as drivers won’t be 
needed……Electric vehicles were still less than 10% of 
the automotive market in 2021, but auto consulting firm 
AlixPartners now projects they will account for about 
33% of the market within six years……A survey taken 
by Beverage Digest of local bottlers and distributors 
found “no competitive stupid pricing” during the Memorial 
Day holiday.  Bottlers have faced many of the same 
problems challenging most businesses—higher labor, 
transportation, and raw materials costs……One of the 

winners in the current economy is 
Darden Restaurants, whose quarterly 
comps were led by its upscale dining 
chains.  Capital Grille and Eddie 
V’s combined same store sales were 
up 34%, while Olive Garden, which 
accounts for almost half of Darden’s 
sales, was up 6.5% and LongHorn 
Steakhouses were up 10.6%.  Darden 
expects to open 50-60 new units in 
the current fiscal year……Advance 
Auto Parts has targeted the West 

for expansion and has already opened 22 locations in 
the Los Angeles market as part of the effort.  Advance 
has leased 109 Pep Boys stores in California and is 
converting them to the Advance banner……Burger 
King is introducing two new “Impossible” burgers, the 
Impossible King and the Impossible Southwest Bacon 
Whopper.  The chain has been offering Impossible’s 
plant-based products since 2019……Save-a-Lot will 
directly challenge its own vendors with a new campaign 
based on price comparisons of store brand pricing versus 
nationally-known brands.  (Continued on page 3)
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ALASKA AIRLINES - BEST INFLIGHT EXPERIENCE
   Alaska Airlines ranks 1st overall for 
inflight experience in both economy and 
1st class says traveldailynews.com
The study ranked entertainment, 
amenities, comfort, food and drink.
  JetBlue follows Alaska Airlines in second place in the 
economy ranking. With Wifi and TV’s available on all of 
their flights, the low cost airline scored high for providing 
comfort to their passengers, across their 13 available 
planes.
  Delta Airlines rounds out the top 
three. Scoring the highest in the 
economy ranking for entertainment, 
passengers will be more than occupied 
on their journey and can make use of 
the games and inflight messaging that 
they have available on their flights.
  United and American come in fourth 
and fifth, respectively. 

AUTO RECALLS; HONDA, TOYOTA
  Honda will begin notifying owners on 
August 1 of a recall of 112,000 Ridgelines in U.S. ‘salt 
belt’ over fire risks.  If you live in the sunny south and don’t 
know, the salt belt is where de-icing agents are applied to 
roads during the winter. 
  Honda said an investigation revealed that accumulation of 
de-icing agents and other debris on the rear frame, where 
the fuel tank is mounted, could cause the mounting bands 
to corrode and separate. This could result in fuel leakage 
and fire risk if the fuel tank is damaged. Honda said in a 
statement that the company is not aware of any fuel leaks, 
accidents or injuries related to the defect.
  Toyota will recall 2,700 bZ4X crossovers, its first mass-
produced electric vehicle, because of a danger that wheels 
could come loose. Only 260 of those were sold in the U.S.

CHANGES FOR MCDONALD’S FRANCHISEES
  McDonald’s is making changes to how it awards franchises 
in the hopes of attracting more diverse candidates. Starting 
next year, the company will evaluate every potential new 
operator equally. In the past, the spouses and children of 
current franchisees have been given preferential treatment.

  McDonald’s will also separate the process 
through which it renews franchisees’ 20-
year agreements from the assessment 
of whether the franchisee can operate 
additional restaurants. Additionally, 
U.S. franchisees were notified that the 
company will incorporate its values more 

clearly into its standards for franchisees.
  The company recently came under pressure for a plan to 
roll out a new grading system early next year that rankled 
some franchisees, who have concerns about potentially 
alienating workers.
  McDonald’s has about 13,000 franchised locations in the 
United States. More than 1,750 locations were sold last 
year, in part because some operators chose to exit the 
franchise, according to Restaurant Business Online.
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The F.D.A. is banning all Juul 
e-cigarettes in the U.S. That will 
explain it when you see a bunch 
of your co-workers sucking on  

a Glade plug-in.”

AVAILS
  Local Business Sales Executive: KKTV in Colorado 
Springs, Colorado is growing and is now in search of 
a high-energy person with a professional appearance, 
positive attitude and hungry to increase their personal 
income. Excellent communication skills and a passion to 
help local businesses grow are a must.  
Candidates must have the ability to 
connect with local businesses we can 
help grow utilizing our television and 
digital marketing products.  College degree preferred but not 

required. Are you energetic, positive, and 
goal-oriented? To join our team, CLICK 
HERE, type in the job title, station call 
letters, and be prepared to upload your 
resume, cover letter and references.
  WBTV, in Charlotte, NC is hiring 
an Account Executive. Candidate 
must demonstrate a 
thorough knowledge of 
agency negotiations, 
a track record of 
successful business 

development and ability to provide digital 
solutions across multiple platforms. Candidate must be 
detail-oriented, a problem solver and have professional 
presentation skills. Three years broadcast experience 
required, and a college degree preferred. Qualified 
applicants, please apply online.

See your ad here Monday! CLICK HERE for details.

THIS AND THAT
  When it comes to news consumption, Gen Z adults have a 
clear preference: 68% of the generation said it uses social 
media for news at least once a week — a significantly 
higher share than the 30% of Gen Zers 
who said they use online-only news sites, 
according to new Morning Consult data....
Gen Z, and everyone, seems to enjoy 
TikTok these says.  The platform he 
social video platform’s big-screen app has 
now been integrated into Vizio smart TVs. 
TikTok has been on Samsung and LG 
TVs, Android TV and Amazon Fire TV platforms since last 
year....Birmingham based agency Luckie has renovated 

their Atlanta office, and opened 
a new office in Decentraland.  
Included in Luckie’s virtual office 

is a non-fungible token (NFT) gallery for clients Regions 
Bank, Alabama Power, and the U.S. Civil Rights Trail....
Coca-Cola is considering compensating its franchise 
bottlers in the US for company- sanctioned ready-to-drink 
alcohol beverages sold in bottlers’ exclusive territories, 
BD has learned from bottling executives. Just last week, 
Jack Daniel’s whiskey maker Brown-Forman and Coca-
Cola announced a “global relationship” for a Jack & Coke 
canned cocktail to be launched in Mexico later this year. 
While other markets haven’t been announced, the product 
could reach the U.S. as early as next year, further spurring 
compensation talks.
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WAVE OF RETAIL BANKRUPTCIES AHEAD?
  There could be an increase in distressed retailers 
beginning later this year, experts say, as ballooning prices 
dent demand for certain goods, stores contend with bloated 
inventory levels and a potential recession looms.
  “Retail is in flux,” said Perry Mandarino, co-head of 
investment banking and head of corporate restructuring 
at B. Riley Securities. “And within the next five years, the 
landscape will be much different than it is today.”
  According to CNBC, an analysis by Fitch Ratings 

shows that the consumer and retail 
companies most in danger of default 
include mattress maker Serta Simmons, 
cosmetics line Anastasia Beverly Hills, 
skin-care marketing company Rodan 
& Fields, Billabong owner Boardriders, 
men’s suit chain Men’s Wearhouse, 
supplements marketing company 
Isagenix International and sportswear 
manufacturer Outerstuff.
  The latest retail sales data shows 
where consumers are pulling back the 
most. Advance retail and food service 

spending fell 0.3% in May versus the prior month, the 
Commerce Department reported last week. Furniture and 
home furnishings retailers, electronics and appliances 
stores, and health- and personal-
care chains all saw month-over-
month declines.
  “Consumers aren’t just buying 
less stuff, they are shopping less, 
which means a loss of the impulse-
shopping moments that are critical 
to retail growth,” said Marshal Cohen, chief retail industry 
advisor at NPD Group, a market research firm.
  Cosmetics giant Revlon filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy 
protection last week, making it the first household consumer-
facing name to do so in months. (CNBC.com)
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$8.142 million
The 2021 average gross for 
each Chick-fil-A freestanding 

restaurant, open and operated  
at least a full calendar year.

HORIZON MEDIA TRIES NEW FORM OF CURRENCY
  Horizon Media is testing Comscore’s local TV 
measurement solution as a new form of currency for 2023 
planning and buying. The partnership follows Horizon 
Media’s commitment to transact up to 15% of Upfronts with 
alternative currencies.
  The assessment will be conducted in two phases. The 
first will be a data analysis and discovery phase that will 
test the rigor, stability, and viability of Comscore data as an 
alternative local currency.
  In the second phase, which will be 
an in-market, live test, Horizon will 
assess outcomes based on client/brand 
objectives and needs from test plans 
and buys. This phase of the test will also 
enable Horizon to test the technical and 
commercial viability of further use of 
Comscore local products.
  Horizon is currently using Nielsen as its 
currency for local TV measurement. 

WHY NETFLIX NEEDS AD TIER
  It’s not complicated, but maybe it did need 
clarification. Netflix’s Co-CEO Ted Sarandos, speaking at 
the Cannes Lions advertising festival, confirmed that the 
streamer will soon feature ads. 
   Netflix had long opposed advertising on its subscription 
service. But after posting disappointing revenue figures last 
quarter, showing it lost 200,000 subscribers, the company 
said it would be introducing a less-expensive ad-supported 
tier to its service in a bid to bring in new customers, writes 
The Hollywood Reporter.
  “We’ve left a big customer segment off the table, which is 
people who say: ‘hey, Netflix is too expensive for me and 
I don’t mind advertising,’” Sarandos said while speaking 
on the Cannes Lions stage with Sway podcast host Kara 
Swisher. “We’re adding an ad-tier. We’re not adding ads 
to Netflix as you know it today. We’re adding an (option) for 
folks who say ‘hey, I want a lower price, and I’ll watch ads.’”
    Alphabet’s Google and Comcast’s NBCUniversal are the 
top candidates to help Netflix create an ad-supported tier.

ADVERTISER NEWS (Continued from page 1)
... House brands prices will be used in ads targeted against 
national brands such as Lays, Oreos, and Heinz ketchup.  
St. Louis-based Save-a-Lot operates or licenses over 800 
stores in 32 states…… Airlines’ problems with personnel 
and other factors continue.  United Airlines says it will 
cut about 12% of flights from its Newark, NJ, hub and 
American has added Dubuque, Iowa, as the fourth market 
in which it is ending service……A new study from J.D. 
Power finds that major retail banks are generally failing to 
meet their customers’ expectations in providing financial 
advice, with the overall satisfaction score down 30 points 
on a 1,000-point scale in just one year.  Capital One was 
the best of the worst with a 629 score (significantly lower 
than most Power satisfaction scores in other industries), 
followed by Citibank and Bank of America.  In credit card 
financial support, American Express led, followed by Bank 
of America and Capital One.

WEDNESDAY NIELSEN RATINGS - LIVE + SAME DAY
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